Huawei launches new distributed operating system, HarmonyOS

HarmonyOS will deliver an intelligent experience across all user scenarios.

At yesterday's conference, Huawei also announced the evolution roadmap for HarmonyOS and its kernel. HarmonyOS will be first adopted in its smart screen products, which are due to launch later this year. Over the next 5 years, HarmonyOS will be optimized and gradually adopted across a broader range of smart devices and scenarios, said Dr. Richard Yu, CEO of Huawei Consumer Business Group. HarmonyOS will depend on a dynamic ecosystem of apps and developers. To encourage broader adoption, Huawei will offer HarmonyOS as an open-source foundation and an open-source community platform. The open-source foundation is run by the Linux Foundation.

Drone buzzes above vineyard helping Luxembourg winegrower

Kox, who is in her late 30s, is among the trailblazers ready to embrace drones and other high-precision technology. This month she became the first winegrower in Luxembourg to use drones to monitor her vines, its two flashing green lights protruding like a conductor's baton from her century-old family winery. Kox produces white wines and her father turned it into a sophisticated vineyard and winery in 1977. Kox produces white wines and has been cultivating grapes for 2,000 years. "These were our goals with HarmonyOS," he continued. "Together, we will deliver an intelligent experience for consumers in all scenarios."